Proposal 11 - Amend Show Rules Article TWELVE (Finals awards)

Rationale:

Since the format of Finals rosettes have changed with some clubs using a single rosette combined with mini plaques (or similar) to show Finals placements, the rules specifying Finals awards need updating. Note that 212.8 will need further work but is included so it has consistent terminology with the rest of the revised Article.

Pros:
- Color awards terminology is now consistent with Division awards
- Finals awards rules have been updated to include the single rosette system

Cons:
- 212.8 will need further work

Amend Show Rules 212.1, 212.2, 212.6.1, 212.8, 212.9.2:

Article Twelve - Prizes and Trophies, Ribbons and Rosettes - Finals Awards

212.1 Ribbon (flat) colors shall be as follows:
212.1.1 First Place Best of Color Dark Blue
212.1.2 Second Place Best of Color Red
212.1.3 Third Place Best of Color Yellow
212.1.4 Fourth Place Best of Color Green
212.1.5 Fifth Place Best of Color White
212.1.6 Best of Division Black
212.1.7 2nd Best of Division Purple
212.1.8 3rd Best of Division Orange
212.1.9 There are no specific ribbons for Breed awards: If not used, these may are simply be named by the judge.
212.1.10 All ribbon awards shall be printed on ribbon, cards, stickers or similar material. An abbreviated form of the award may be used.

212.2 Final awards shall be rosettes or rosettes combined with printed cards, stickers or similar material with the appropriate award printed on one of the streamers noted. Other awards such as cups, trophies, medals, gift certificates, books, magazine subscriptions, cash, bonds, and certificates benefitting special projects approved by TICA are permitted. Ribbons and rosettes may be offered only in the name of clubs or associations.

212.6.1 Rosettes - Final Awards for Championship Advancement Class shall indicate the award as follows:
212.6.1.1 Preliminary New Breed Merit.
212.6.1.2 Advanced New Breed Merit.
212.6.1.3 New Traits Merit.

212.8 Chartered clubs, other associations, or organizations holding licensed shows under TICA rules are required to have ribbons and rosettes awards on display at the opening of the show and throughout the show until all awards have been distributed accordingly
212.9.2 The Judge’s clerk delivers or sees to it that the rosette final award is delivered to the exhibitor of the absented cat. In the case of an absent exhibitor, the show committee is responsible for sending the rosette final award.